IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS


CAUTION – Contents under pressure. Contains butane. Do not puncture or incinerate, even after use. Do not use near sparks or open flames. Do not store above 120°F or expose to sunlight.

WARNING – inhaling the contents can be harmful or fatal. Do not misuse. If inhaled, contact a doctor immediately for assistance.

Butane cartridges other than Thermacell® will not work in this appliance. Seller will not be held responsible for damage, injury or poor performance caused by use of other butane cartridges.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

FEATURES OF YOUR NEW CURLING IRON:

Cordless: No plugs or batteries needed. Use styler anywhere. The replaceable Thermacell butane gas cartridge lasts for months, depending upon use.

Compact: The styler’s neat, portable size makes it easy to store away or pack up for travel in its own carrying case.

Heats Up Fast: No waiting! Iron reaches ideal styling temperatures in only 2 minutes.

Cartridge included: No messy refilling. Lasts for months, depending upon use. Replacement cartridges are available from your favorite local retailer. Use only Conair® Thermacell® butane cartridges in your curling iron. Model #TC2WBC4/TC2RBC

Made in Thailand
Cartidge made in the Philippines

HOW TO OPERATE YOUR CORDLESS THERMACELL CURLING IRON

1. Remove the protective cap from the cartridge. Keep the cap in a safe place so you can put it back on the cartridge for future storage. Push the ‘OFF’ button to make sure styler is off.

2. Insert the threaded end of the cartridge into the curling iron handle and slide it in until it stops, then screw cartridge in a clock-wise direction until it is secure. MAKE SURE THE SWITCH IS OFF UNTIL YOU ARE READY TO USE THE IRON, OR YOU WILL WASTE BUTANE.

3. When you are ready to use the iron to style your hair, press the ‘ON’ button. Wait 5 seconds, then press the ignitor switch several times. You may hear a slight popping sound as iron starts. For curling iron only: look into the circular window lens at the end of the cool tip. If the iron is heating, a glowing wire will be visible. If not, press the ignitor switch a few more times.

THE IRON WILL BE READY TO USE WITHIN TWO MINUTES. NEVER LEAVE THE IRON ‘ON’ AND UNATTENDED.

4. After you have finished styling your hair, please remember to press the ‘OFF’ button. Remove the cartridge from the iron and replace the cap. Do not store the cartridge in the iron.

CURLING BASICS:

1. Section dry hair evenly and comb each section before winding. Pressing the automatic curl release, place curling iron midway up the hair section, then spread hair evenly between spoon and barrel. Release automatic curl release to hold hair in place and gently slide curling iron down to hair ends. To avoid cramped ends, make sure they are securely wound under the spoon in the direction of the desired curl.

2. Always place the spoon above the hair strand when rolling a curl under; place the spoon under the hair strand when making a flip style.

3. Wind hair up as far as you want it curled, being careful not to let the iron touch the scalp. Hold in place for 8 to 12 seconds, depending on the texture and length of your hair. For tighter, bouncier curls, roll less hair. For looser, free-flowing curls, roll more hair.

4. To remove iron, unwind the hair strand and press the automatic curl release. To set the curl, do not comb or brush hair until it cools. If you want a natural, ropey, ‘beachy’ new look, just finger-comb strands, first rubbing a tiny bit of gel on your fingertips.

5. After you have finished styling your hair, please remember to press the ‘OFF’ button to turn off the iron.

STRAIGHTENING BASICS

Start with a hair section that is 2 in. (5 cm) wide and no more than 1/2 in. (1.25 cm) thick. Open the iron and place a hair section between the two hot plates, close to the scalp. Trap hair between the plates and while maintaining tension, slowly pull the unit down along the hair section toward the end of hair. At the end of hair section, release the pressure on the handle and allow the hair section to slide out. Repeat process on additional sections of hair until you achieve the hair style you desire. It may be necessary to repeat process on certain areas, depending on the texture of your hair.

Some experience is necessary when learning to use this straightening iron. After using iron several times, you will learn the ideal way to straighten and style your hair easily.

NOTE: Please refer to the temperature setting guide for heat settings.
USER MAINTENANCE

Your appliance is virtually maintenance-free. No lubrication is needed. If cleaning becomes necessary, make sure the unit is off and the iron is cool. Wipe exterior with a cloth. If any abnormal condition occurs during use, turn off the iron, allow it to cool and return it for repair to an authorized service center only. No repairs should be attempted by the consumer.

STORAGE

When not in use, your styler is easy to store. Allow appliance to cool, then simply store out of reach of children in a safe, dry location.

LIMITED ONE YEAR WARRANTY

Conair will repair or replace, at our option, your appliance free of charge for 12 months from the date of purchase if the appliance is defective in workmanship or materials. To obtain service under this warranty, return the defective product to the service center listed together with your sales slip and $5.00 for postage and handling. California residents need only provide proof of purchase and should call 1-800-3-CONAIR for shipping instructions. In the absence of a receipt, the warranty period shall be 12 months from the date of manufacture.

ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES, OBLIGATIONS, OR LIABILITIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, SHALL BE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE 12-MONTH DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations may not apply to you.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CONAIR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF THIS OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WHATSOEVER. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of special, incidental, or consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state.

To purchase cartridge refills visit www.conair.com or call 1-800-3-CONAIR. Ask for Model #TC2WBC or TC2RBC

Please register this product at: www.conair.com/registration

Service Center
Conair Corporation
Service Department
7475 N. Glen Harbor Blvd.
Glendale, AZ 85307

For information on any Conair® product, call 1-800-3-CONAIR or visit us on the web at: www.conair.com
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